
• International Air (*We reserve the right to confirm the airlines below)

Phone: 1-800-305-7638         Email: general@compassholidays.net          www.compassholidays.net 

 Japan: Osaka to Tokyo
7 Nights & Air, Save $2000

Osaka • Kyoto • Lake Biwa • Nagoya • Hakone • Mount Fuji • Tokyo 

Tour Code:  JAPAN-9D

$1988
p/p

CAD

2018 Departure date / City

Departure City: Toronto | Vancouver | Calgary | Montreal | Ottawa | Halifax

Package Inclusions:

Terms and Conditions

• Air Canada, Air China, United Airline, Delta Airline, American Airline, China  Eastern 
Airline;
• All transportation ( from Osaka to Tokyo, coach);
• All deluxe hotel accommodation (based on double occupancy);
• Meals and local delicacies mentioned in the itinerary;
• All visits and admission fees including entertainment shows mentioned in the itinerary;
• English speaking guide;

This document creates a contractual relationship between Compass Holidays/ Vacances Compass Holidays Inc./Tian Bao Travel (hereafter “Compass Holidays”) and you, 
the customer/participants who purchased any travel services from Compass Holidays. Please read the following carefully in their entirety and it is important to 
understand these terms and conditions applying to any travel arrangements provided by Compass Holidays. To reserve a trip with Compass Holidays and signing our 
agreement and authorization form indicates acceptance of, and your agreement to follow terms and conditions hereunder.

Package Exclusions:

• Optional tours/meals, extension tours;
• Service charge & all gratuities: USD$90/person 
for the entire trip;
• Travel insurance;
• Personal expenditures and all items not listed.

Mar 6, April 17, May 15, June 5, July 17, August 7, September 4, October 9, November 13, 20, 27,

Including Air Tickets
and 7 nights hotel

Remark: 
We reserve the right to modify the itinerary if necessary subject to the local real 
conditions.
This is group tour, guaranteed departure minimum 15 people
That for travelers under 12 years old is as follows:
Tour fare is based on American/Canadian adults (non student group), twin 
share.
As this is a sight-seeing and shopping tour, there are designated local shopping 
stops on this tour, and a minimum amount of time (60 mins) must be spent at 
each shopping site. However, there is no obligation to purchase anything. For 
those who are not very keen on shopping, visits to shopping sites should be 
treated as cultural learning experiences as all the products including jade, silk, 
tea, etc are deeply ingrained in the Chinese culture and well worth learning.
THE HOTELS LISTED IN THE ITINERARY ARE SUBJECT TO CHANGE AND MAY BE 
SUBSTITUTED WITH A SIMILAR CATEGORY HOTEL WITHOUT PRIOR NOTICE, IF 
UNAVAILABLE. MULTI-CARRIERS/AIRLINES ARE USED FOR THE GROUP TOUR 
AIRFARE. ONCE THE GROUP TICKETS ARE ISSUED THE AIRLINE INFORMATION 
MAY BE RELEASED BY THE GROUP TICKETING DEPARTMENT ABOUT 45 DAYS 
PRIOR TO TRIP DEPARTURE. Compass Holidays CAN RESERVE THE RIGHT TO 
ISSUE TICKETS WITHOUT PRIOR NOTICE

HOTELS & MEALS
Compass Holidays offers accommodation at the hotels stated 
in the programs including daily breakfast (if indicated), service 
charges and taxes. We reserve the rights to substitute the hotels 
with same category when necessary. Specific bed types should 
be requested at time of booking and cannot be guaranteed. 
Single supplement is chargeable to individual traveler who 
wishes to secure a private room on a trip. Specific meal must be 
requested in advance and cannot be guaranteed.

TRAVEL INSURANCE
Compass Holidays strongly recommends that all travelers 
review and purchase your trip cancellation and health 
insurance to ensure you have coverage appropriate to meet 
your needs when confirming on a trip, in case of any cancella-
tion penalty, loss of property, or liability of medical treatment 
during the trip. Please consult your travel agent or Compass 
Holidays for premium. If we do not receive payment for the 
insurance at the time of your deposit, it will be assumed that 
you have declined coverage.

Please see price detail on website



DAY 1  Departure from your home city to Osaka, Japan
To start off your amazing Japan Tour, you will leave your departure city and fly to Osaka KIX. 
Meals and snacks will be provided on the plane.

DAY 2  Arrive in Osaka
Arrive at Osaka Kansai Airport. You can take the shuttle bus to the hotel, and relax for the rest of 
the day. Just walk around and you may find some local food venders at the street corner. or join 
some local events such as food festival or temple fair. Enjoy the leisure in the country of Sakura. 
Our local expert will contact you later about the tour plan for the next few days.
Hotel: Washington Hotel Kansai Airport or Similar

DAY 3  Explore Osaka on Your Own
You can explore the beautiful city by yourself, or sign up for Osaka-Nara-Osaka full day trip at 
CAD$220/person including lunch, round trip transportation, English tour guide and admission. 
(min 10 people and sign up before departure)
The optional tour:
You will visit Floating Garden Observatory, Umeda District, Awaji Island and Mt. Ikoma. Enjoy 
panoramic views from 170 meters above the city. and then go to Osaka Aqua Liner Cruise, 
discover the seasonal scenery with a cruise along the Ogawa River aboard the Aqua Liner water 
bus. See a view of the famous places and historic spots of Osaka from the river. 
(If the Aqua Liner is out of service due to bad weather or other operational concerns, the tour 
will visit the Osaka Museum of History instead. If the Aqua Liner is unavailable on a Tuesday, 
when the Osaka Museum is closed, the cost of the Aqua Liner ride will be refunded by the guide 
on the tour day) . 
The last destination of Day 3 is Nara. Visiting Todaiji Temple which has Great Buddha Hall 
housing the world’s largest bronze statue of the Buddha Vairocana. Wander through Nara Park, 
where over 1,200 wild sika deer roam free.
Hotel: Washington Hotel Kansai Airport or Similar

DAY 4  Osaka-Kyoto-Lake Biwa
After breakfast, you will visit  one of the Osaka's best-known landmarks, Osaka Castle, which 
played a major role in the unification of Japan during of the Azuchi-Momoyama period in 16th 
Century. 
Then you will travel to Kyoto, experience Japanese traditions by taking Kyoto Culture Heritage 
Tour including Heian Jingu Shinto Shriine, Nijo Castle and Golden Pavilion (Kinkaku Temple). 
Heian Jingu Shinto Shrine, Nijo Castle, Kinkakuji and Golden Pavilion, which are all culture 
heritage in Japan.
After lunch, let's head to Lake Biwa, a natural heritage site in Kyoto. It is known for its abundant 
fish population, migratory water birds and wetland regions. Its shoreline is home to resorts and 
beaches like Ōmi-Maiko. Around the lake are historic sites including the 17th-Century Hikone 
Castle and the 8th-century Buddhist temple complex Enryaku-ji.
Hotel: Lake Biwa Otsu Prince Hotel or similar

DAY 5  Lake Biwa- Nagoya (B)
To start your day by visiting an old town-Omihachiman, which is located at the foot of Mt. 
Hachiman-yama in the center of Shiga. The castle was built in 1585 on the eastern shore of 
Japan's largest lake, Lake Biwa. 
Then experience the samurai spirit by visiting Nagoya Atsuta Shrine. Atsuta Shrine is the most 
popular regional Shrine which houses the Sun Goddess Amaterasu and stores the sacred sword 
Kusanagi. 
Later on, you will visit the Royal International Shopping Center. Here, you can browse among 

local arts, crafts, carol and pearl. Then we will head to Nagoya.
Meals Dinner Optional: Nagoya Roasted Eel Cuisine with round trip transportation CAD65/per-
son.
Hotel: Okura Act City Hotel Hamamatsu or similar

DAY 6  Nagoya-Hakone-Mount Fuji (B, D- Crab Legs with Steak buffet)
Day 6 will be a full day Fuji Mountain trip! First, let's visit Oshino Hakkai, a Small village in a 
scenic setting with 8 ponds. You have the option to take the add-on tour: Fuji Mountain Gotena 
Station with Hakone cuisine lunch at CAD$85/person. 
Then head to Yamanakako park, a flower park in the highland 1,000 metres above sea level 
where you can enjoy various kinds of flowers from spring to autumn. We will also visit the 
“Seiryu-no-sato” (Home of spring water) in the park and an exhibition site of lava of Mt. Fuji.
Hotel: Isawa Shinko Hot Spring Hotel or similar

DAY 7  Mount Fuji- Tokyo (B)
To start the day, you will visit Imperial Palace Plaza, Nijubashi Bridge for free. There, you can 
view the entire landscape of the city of Tokyo. 
After experiencing the atmosphere of Edo, we will go shopping at GINZA, Shinzuku, the busiest 
place in the world. Enjoy your crazy shopping or people-watching time.
Hotel: Marroad International Hotel Narita or similar

DAY 8  Tokyo (B)
It will be your free leisure day at Tokyo. Experience this metropolitan with awe.
We have some add-on tours for your consideration. 
- Tokyo Disneyland or Disney Sea (admission only CAD$120) 
- Nikko World Heritage Tour with Ninja Show, Lunch CAD190/person, 
Tour the UNESCO World Heritage Site famous for its lavish decorations and ornate details. This 
400-year-old shrine houses the remains of Edo period's founder, leyasu Tokugawa. Enjoy seeing 
the traditional beauty of the main hall, as well as the sleeping cat and 3 monkey carvings.
Hotel: Marroad International Hotel Narita or similar

DAY 9  Tokyo- Next Destination (B)
This will be your last day. After the check-out, please take the free hotel shuttle bus to the 
airport. Definitely save some time for the airport, because there is so much to do there! Take all 
your memories back to your home. And hopefully we will see you choosing Compass Holidays 
again soon.



Optional Trips

WE DELIVER
GREAT MEMORIES!

Make the most out of your Japan trip

Exploring the Country of Sakura



Full day Nara trip with Lunch

Including round trip transportation, English tour guide and 
admission.
Firstly, you will visit Floating Garden Observatory, Umeda 
District  for about 1 hour. Overlooks the city of Osaka, Awaji 
Island and Mt. Ikoma at the open-air observatory. 
Then get on board of Osaka Aqua Liner cruise. Discovering 
the seasonal scenery and viewing the famous places and 
historic spots of Osaka along the Ogawa River aboard the 
Aqua Liner water bus
(If the Aqua Liner is out of service due to bad weather or 
other operational concerns, the tour will visit the Osaka 
Museum of History instead. If the Aqua Liner is unavailable 
on a Tuesday, when the Osaka Museum is closed, the cost of 
the Aqua Liner ride will be refunded by the guide on the 
tour)
At the end, you will head to Nara to visit Todaiji Temple with 
its Great Buddha Hall housing the world’s largest bronze 
statue of the Buddha Vairocana Wander, where over 1,200 
wild sika deer roam free.

Nagoya Roasted Eel Cuisine with round trip transportation
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Nagoya Roa h round trip transportation

CAD$220
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CAD$65
per
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Nikko World Heritage Tour 
with Ninja Show, Lunch 

The Nikko-the place of the World Heritage tour will begin with 
the site: Toshogu Shrine, which is established in 1618 
enshrines Tokugawa Ieyasu.  The founder of the Tokugawa 
Shogunate governed Japan from 1603 to 1868. Its extravagant 
structures fascinate all the visitors. The remarkable National 
Treasures such as the three monkeys which -“see no evil, hear 
no evil, speak no evil” and the “sleeping cat”, are also available. 
You will be involved and reenacts the authentic Shogun life 
back in living heritage and culture of Edo Periodhe with 400 
years’ history by visiting EDO WONDERLAND.
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You will be involved and re
back in living heritage and
years’ history by visiting EDO
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CAD$190
per
person

Including Yamanakako Park
Heading to Yamanakako park which is a flower park in the 
highland 1,000m above sea level. you will have opportunities 
to discover various kinds of flowers from spring to autumn. 
And witness “Seiryu-no-sato (Home of spring water)” in the 
park and an exhibition site of lava of Mt. Fuji.

2Fuji Mountain Gotena Station 
with Hakone cuisine lunch

CAD$85
per
person



Tokyo Disneyland or Disney Sea 

Spend a day in Tokyo Disneyland or DisneySea* at your own 
leisure on your free day in Tokyo.
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CAD$120
per
person

Optional program must be booked more than 1 month before departure
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